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Abstract The durability of an innovative polymeric
coating recently developed by the authors to prevent
stress corrosion in annealed glass is herein examined. The coating, having functional graded properties
through the thickness, is optimised to provide a very
good adhesion with glass and an excellent hydrophobic
behavior on the side exposed to the environment, thus
creating a good barrier to humidity, which is the triggering agent for stress corrosion. Three scenarios are
analysed in terms of ageing: (i) cyclic loading, accomplished by subjecting coated samples to repetitive loading; (ii) natural weathering, performed by exposing
coated samples to atmospheric agents; (iii) artificial
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weathering, carried out by exposing coated specimens
to fluorescent UV lamps, heat and water. The durability of the coating is assessed indirectly, on the base of
its residual effectiveness in preventing stress corrosion,
by comparing the bending strength, obtained with the
coaxial double ring test, of aged coated glass specimens
with that of un-coated and freshly coated specimens.
The obtained results prove that the proposed formulation is almost insensitive to cyclic loading, maintains a
very good performance in case of natural weathering,
whereas is slightly more sensitive to artificial weathering.
Keywords Annealed glass · Stress corrosion ·
Bending strength · Polymeric coating · Durability

1 Introduction
Stress corrosion, also known as static fatigue, is a well
known phenomenon that affects annealed glass. It consists in a reduction of the material strength caused by
the combined action of applied stress and humidity on
the silica network that composes glass. The discovery of static fatigue in glass dated back to the end of
the nineteenth century, when Grenet observed that the
strength of glass depended on the rate of loading or on
the load duration (Grenet 1899). Since then, and especially in the second half of the twentieth century, several
works contributed to measure the effects of water and
water vapor on the sub-critical propagation of microc-
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racks (Wiederhorn 1967; Wiederhorn and Bolz 1967),
and to develop chemical- and physical-based models to
describe the phenomenon of stress corrosion (Charles
and Hillig 1962; Michalske and Freiman 1983). The
most accepted theory to account for this phenomenology involves the chemical reaction of water molecules
with the silica network, taking place at the tip of surface
flaws, although other interpretations have also been
provided (Gy 2003).
Solutions to such a problem proposed in the literature include, among others: polymeric and metallic
coatings for glass rods and silica lightguides (Bouten
1987; Kurkjian et al. 1993; Chen et al. 1995), silicon grease for the edge strengthening of glass plates
(Lindqvist et al. 2012), and graphene coatings (Wang
et al. 2016). Recently, the authors developed a functional polymeric coating prepared with an UV-curable
resin, a fluorinated methacrylate co-monomer, and a
co-reactive silane primer optimised to provide a good
barrier to water vapor, hydrophobicity, transparency
and adhesion properties (Dalle Vacche et al. 2019b;
Mariggiò et al. 2020). Among the many photocurable
fluorinated monomers and oligomers available (Vitale
et al. 2015), the product used in this work is characterized by a perfluoropolyether chain which is an
omniphobic building block, but differently from perfluoroalkylic products, some of which are currently
banned, is non-toxic and non-bioaccumulative ACToR
(ACToR 2015q3 2021). According to a previous study
carried out by the authors, the application of the coating leads to an increase of the bending strength corresponding to a probability of failure of 0.8% equal
to 92% for new glass and 62% for aged glass. Besides
the very good performance against stress corrosion, the
developed coating has some advantages compared to
other strengthening techniques and coatings: it is solvent free, it has a very fast curing time, it is low-energy
consuming, and it can be easily included in the continuous production systems of flat glass as well as it
is available for in-situ applications. Therefore, it could
find applications in the production of new structural
elements that will be subjected to significantly high
long-term loads and in the strengthening of existing
elements.
While the effectiveness of the coating in preventing
stress corrosion within few days after its application
on the glass substrate was proven in a previous work
(Mariggiò et al. 2020), the analysis of its durability
is the main objective of the present contribution. In
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this context, three scenarios were analysed to consider
most of the possible sources of ageing a glass structural element might be subjected to: (i) cyclic loading,
obtained by subjecting coated samples to cyclic loads
in order to stress repeatedly the coating and evaluate the
appearance of micro-cracking that can reduce the water
vapor barrier effect; (ii) natural weathering, performed
by exposing coated samples to atmospheric agents; (iii)
artificial weathering, carried out by exposing coated
specimens to fluorescent UV lamps, heat and water.

2 Experimental programme
The experimental programme consisted in the preparation of a set of coated glass specimens for each type of
ageing, the ageing of the specimens, and their mechanical testing, aiming to assess the durability of the coating through the evaluation of its residual effectiveness
in preventing stress corrosion. The materials and the
procedures for ageing and testing are explained in the
present section.

2.1 Materials
The formulation of the coating, whose details can be
found in Dalle Vacche et al. (2019b), consists of a
hydrocarbon acrylic resin (Ebecryl® 130, by Allnex
Belgium SA, Drogenbos, Belgium) and a photoinitiator (Darocur® 1173, by BASF, Germany), added
with a small amount (1 phr) of a fluorinated methacrylate (Fluorolink® MD700, by Solvay Specialty Polymers, Bollate Milano, Italy). A silane was applied
on the glass surface to improve adhesion between
the coating and the substrate. The silane was the 3(acryloyloxy) propyltrimethoxysilane, 94%, supplied
by Alfa Aesar (Thermo Fisher (Kandel) GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). The formulation herein described
was chosen to provide compositionally graded properties to the coating, thus ensuring within a single layer
good barrier to water vapor, hydrophobicity, transparency and adhesion with the substrate, as needed for
hindering the stress corrosion of glass. The physicalmechanical properties of the coating were studied in
previous works (Dalle Vacche et al. 2019a, b), and are
summarised in Table 1 for convenience. In particular, Table 1 lists the water vapor transmission rate,
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Table 1 Properties of the coating
WVTR25
(g/m2 /24h)

θwater
(◦ )

Adhesion strength
τ (MPa)

87.1 ± 15.8

103.2 ± 1.6

24.9 ± 2.8

Fig. 1 FTIR-ATR spectra of the glass used in the present work
compared to that of a reference soda-lime glass

Fig. 2 Coaxial double ring set-up: a sketch; b global picture of
the test rig; c detail of the water container

WVTR25 , the water contact angle, θwater , and the adhesion strength, τ , of the coating.
Square soda-lime silica plates were employed for
preparing the specimens. FTIR-ATR (Fourier Transform InfraRed Attenuated Total Reflection) spectroscopy was performed to assess the glass chemical
composition. The InfraRed (IR) spectra of the glass
used in this study is compared to that of a microscope
slide made of low-iron soda-lime silica glass. The two
spectra shown in Fig. 1 are perfectly overlapped. Furthermore, the peaks of absorbance at 910 cm−1 and 768
cm−1 are representative of the symmetric and asymmetric vibration of the Si-O-Si bond (Amma et al.
2015).

with a 5000-EC UV flood lamp system (Dymax Corporation, Torrington, CT, USA) with a medium intensity
mercury bulb according to the procedure reported in
Dalle Vacche et al. (2019b). After irradiation, a transparent solid film with a thickness of about 50 μm was
obtained. The coating was applied on the air side of
the flat glass specimens, while a self-adhesive film was
applied on the tin side in order to hold the fragments
together after fracture of the specimens.

2.2 Preparation of test specimens
The surface of the glass specimens was treated with
a silane coupling agent before the application of the
coating. The silylation of the glass was performed by
immersing the specimens in water solution of the silane
for 5 min at room temperature. The concentration of
silane was 0.2 vol%. In order to support silanol condensation, the treated specimens were dried in a oven
at 100 ◦ C for 30 min. Once the silylation process was
completed, the surface of the glass samples were covered with the coating by a wire wound bar, and cured

2.3 Cyclic loading
A set of 22 coated square glass samples having edge
length l = 120 mm and nominal thickness h = 4 mm
were subjected to cyclic equi-biaxial bending loadings
by means of the coaxial double ring setup. Such a setup,
as shown in Fig. 2, consists of two steel rings of different diameters: the largest one supports the specimens,
while the smallest one is used to apply a force normal to the upper surface of the sample, thus resulting
in a bi-axial bending stress state in the square sample.
The diameters of the support and load rings, DS and
DL , respectively, have been defined as a function of
the dimensions of the specimens, in accordance to the
ASTM C1499-19 Standard (2019). In detail, they were
DS = 90 mm and DL = 40 mm for l = 120 mm and
h = 4 mm.
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Fig. 4 Set of 15 coated glass specimens exposed to atmospheric
agents

where:

Fig. 3 Schematic diagrams of the cyclic loading

l = 0.5(l1 + l2 )
Table 2 Cyclic loading parameters (load and stress amplitude
are defined as ΔQ = Q max − Q min and Δσ = σmax − σmin ,
respectively)
Frequency Mean
load
Q
(Hz)
(N)

Load
amplitude
ΔQ
(N)

Mean
stress
σ
(MPa)

Stress
Number
amplitude of cycles
Δσ
(MPa)
(-)

3

884

50

30

1473

20,000

Cyclic loading was defined by a saw-tooth wave with
minimum load equal to 1031 N, maximum load equal
to 1915 N and frequency of 3 Hz (see Fig. 3). The force
controlled cyclic loading was performed for 20,000
cycles. The cyclic load parameters are summarised in
Table 2.
The biaxial tensile stress, σ1 (t), occurring in the central portion of the specimens, on the coating side, was
calculated from the load, Q(t), by means of the following equation, provided by ASTM C1499-19 (2019):


DS2 − DL2
3Q(t)
DS
+ (1 + ν)ln
(1 − ν)
σ1 (t) =
2π h 2
2D 2
DL
(1)
where: Q(t) is the time varying load, h is the nominal
thickness of the specimen, DS and DL are the diameters of the support and load rings, respectively, D is
the diameter of the glass specimen, and ν = 0.22 is
the Poisson’s ratio of glass. For a rectangular test specimen, D is the diameter of a circle that expresses the
characteristic size of the plate as follows:
D=

l



h
l − DS
0.90961 + 0.12652
0.00168 ln
DS
h
(2)
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and l1 and l2 are the lengths of the edges. The fatigue
load parameters were chosen to maximise the stretching of the coating without reaching the fracture of the
specimen by fatigue or even by simple static loadings.
The mean value of σ1 (t) and the stress amplitude are
computed by applying Eq. (1), and reported in Table 2.
A large value of the mean stress and a low stress amplitude have been chosen to maintain a high level of tensile
stress on the coating side during the entire cyclic load
testing, a condition needed to activate the stress corrosion. Furthermore, in order to reproduce an environmental condition as harsh as possible, the support ring
and the specimen were immersed in water for the entire
duration of the test (see Fig. 2c). The pH of the water
was monitored using full range pH strips (1-14) and
the water was replaced whenever the color of the pH
strip deviated from that of the neutral value, 7, to avoid
any effect on the reaction between water molecules and
glass. The cyclic loading tests were conducted at room
temperature.
2.4 Natural weathering
A set of 15 coated square glass samples having l = 120
mm and h = 4 mm were exposed to atmospheric agents
for 510 days (17 months), from February 4th 2019, to
June 30th 2020, to assess the durability of the coating
against natural weathering. The samples were mounted
on a frame placed horizontally on the roof of a building of Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi,
24, Torino (Lat: 45.0628, Long: 7.6621, Alt: 254 m.
a.s.l) (see Fig. 4). The actual peak to peak variations in
temperature and maximum irradiance (SRmax) were
between 38.8◦ C (summer) and −1.5◦ C (winter) and
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Fig. 5 Natural weathering
conditions: a maximum,
average and minimum daily
temperatures; b daily
precipitation heights; c
maximum solar irradiance
(SRmax) and daily solar
irradiation (SRtot) ; d
average daily relative
humidity

Table 3 Natural weathering parameters: average relative humidity (ARH), average maximum temperature (ATmax), average
maximum irradiance (AImax)
Days
of exposure

Season

ARH
(%)

ATmax
◦C

AImax
W/m2

0–41

Winter

52.27

15.63

582.85

42–134

Spring

57.63

21.38

887.57

135–227

Summer

63.22

29.55

866.26

228–317

Autumn

79.73

14.98

379.52

318–407

Winter

61.76

13.08

456.21

408–500

Spring

60.90

21.41

873.65

501–510

Summer

58.40

30.13

987.70

between 1256 W/m2 (summer) and 33 W/m2 (winter), respectively. Throughout the monitored period, the
average relative humidity amounted to 63.46 %, while
the daily precipitation peaked at 92.66 mm. The daily
variations of the weathering conditions to which the
specimens were exposed are reported in Fig. 5. The
number of days of exposure per season and the average
weathering parameters are summarised in Table 3.
The data about the environmental conditions were
taken from the Meteorological Station of Atmospheric
Physics at the Department of Physics of the University
of Turin, Via Pietro Giuria, 1, Torino (Lat: 45.0521,

Long: 7.6814). At the end of the weathering period, all
the specimens were removed from the roof, analysed
and tested with the coaxial double ring setup.

2.5 Artificial weathering
A set of 19 coated square glass samples having l = 75
mm and h = 3 mm were artificially weathered to establish the long-term effects of light, heat and moisture on
the mechanical, chemical and physical properties of
the coating. Weathering was carried out using a UV
accelerated weathering equipment made available by
the Cromology Italia S.p.A laboratories (Porcari, Italy).
Due to the lacking of a specific standard, the weathering was done following the procedure provided by EN
ISO16474-3:2013 (2013), which is the reference Standard for testing the durability of paints and varnishes
exposed to outdoor environmental conditions. Weathering cycles lasted 8 h each, and consisted of two exposure periods: (i) 4 h of UV radiation and drying at 60 ◦ C
and (ii) 4 h of UV radiation and condensation at 50 ◦ C.
The irradiance of the UV lamp was 0.83 W/m2 /nm, at
340 nm. Condensing humidity is considered the best
way to simulate outdoor moisture attack because most
of this moisture is the result of dew. The artificial weath-
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weathering conditions per
cycle
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step

Exposure
period

Irradiance

Temperature

Relative
humidity

1

4 h dry

0.83 W/m2 /nm

60±3 ◦ C

Not controlled

50±3 ◦ C

Not controlled

at 340 nm
2

4 h condensation

0.83 W/m2 /nm
at 340 nm

ering conditions are summarised in Table 4 for convenience.
The weathering cycles were conducted for 7 weeks
(1176 h), after which the samples were removed from
the ageing machine, analysed and tested with the coaxial double ring setup. In order to track the evolution
of the ageing, a specimen was taken every week of
exposure to artificial weathering and analysed through
visual inspection.

2.6 Characterisation methods
After the ageing processes, the coated surface of all the
glass samples was visually inspected to identify and
localise defects in the coating. Then, different analyses
were carried out depending on the ageing process.
Static contact angle measurements were carried out
to assess the surface properties of the coated glass
samples, before and after the natural weathering. The
results have been compared to those of un-coated glass.
A Krüss DSA100 instrument (KRÜSS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) was used, equipped with video camera
and image analysis software, with the sessile drop technique. Water was used as testing liquid, and the drops
were of 10 μl. Five measurements were taken on uncoated glass specimens, seven on freshly coated glass
specimens and ten on naturally weathered coated glass
specimens which had been washed with water and soap
and rinsed with distilled water after exposure. It is to be
noted that the label “freshly coated glass specimens”
identifies the samples tested within few days after the
application of the coating.
The transparency of the naturally weathered coated
glass samples was also assessed, by means of a JENWAY 6850 UV/Vis (Cole-Parmer, Stone, UK) UVvisible spectrophotometer.
FTIR-ATR spectroscopy was used to track the evolution of the coating ageing for the artificially weath-
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ered coated samples. At that purpose, this analysis was
carried out on specimens exposed for 1, 2, 3, ... up to 7
weeks of ageing. A specimen has been taken out from
the weathering machine each week and stored in dark
and dry conditions up to the end of the seventh week,
when the FTIR-ATR spectroscopy was applied to all
the specimens. For this reason, only the 13 specimens,
out of the initial 19 ones, that reached the seventh week
of ageing were mechanically tested to assess the performance of the aged coating.
After the aforementioned non-destructive investigations, mechanical tests were carried out on all the coated
glass samples to evaluate the residual effectiveness of
the aged coating in protecting the glass surface from
stress corrosion. The coaxial double ring set-up was
used (see Fig. 2) in accordance to the ASTM C149919 Standard (2019). The dimension of support and load
rings for specimens having edge size l = 120 mm and
thickness h = 4 mm, were DS = 90 mm and DL = 40
mm as already explained in Sect. 2.3, whereas DS and
DL for specimens having l = 75 mm and h = 3
mm were 60 mm and 30 mm, respectively. During
the loading tests, the specimens and the support ring
were placed into a tank filled with water to create a
harsh environment with a steady humidity level. The
mechanical tests were carried out by means of a servohydraulic MTS universal testing machine with a load
cell capacity of 10 kN. A constant displacement rate
was applied to induce in the specimens a stress rate
equal to 0.15 MPa/s, until failure. A low loading rate
was chosen instead of a constant load to have certain
and reasonably limited testing times and to facilitate a
quantitative comparison between un-coated and coated
glass samples. In case the stress corrosion is completely
prevented by the coating, in fact, the coated glass samples would never break under a constant load. The value
of 0.15 MPa/s, which caused fracture of the samples
within 6 to 14 min, was chosen based on evidences that
such a rate is low enough to reveal the effects of stress
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According to EN 12603 (2002), β and θ parameters
are calculated with the good linear unbiased estimators
method:
nkn

β̂ =

ln σi −

s
n−s
i=s+1
 n

1
θ̂ = exp
n
Fig. 6 Crack patterns obtained from: a an un-coated specimen,
which exhibited a bending strength of 35 MPa, and b a coated
specimen, which developed a bending strength of 110 MPa

corrosion (Lindqvist et al. 2012; Mariggiò et al. 2020).
The bending strength, σf , was calculated from the fracture load, Q f , by means of Eq. (1) and the results were
compared to those of freshly coated and un-coated glass
samples, reported in Mariggiò et al. (2020). Examples
of the crack pattern typically obtained with the coaxial
double ring test are shown in Fig. 6 for two extreme
values of bending strength: the higher is the bending
strength, the smaller is the average fragments size. It
is worth noticing that the test is valid only if the origin
of fracture is located inside the footprint of the loading
ring.

(6)

s

n

ln σi
i=1

ln σi + 0.5772
i=1

1
β̂


(7)

where: n is the sample size, s is the largest integer less
than 0.84n, and the values of kn , estimated as a function
of the sample size n, are listed in Table 3 of EN 12603
(2002).
Strength data, σf , are ranked in ascending order (i = 1
to n) to build an Ordered Sample and, then, a probability
of failure is assigned to each value σi of the Ordered
Sample by means of probability estimators Ĝ i :
Ĝ i =

i − 0.3
n + 0.4

(8)

Finally, each point (σf , Ĝ i ) is plotted into the Weibull
diagram, which relates the probability of failure to the
fracture stress.

2.7 Statistical analysis of strength data

3 Results and discussion

The randomly distributed micro-cracks on the glass
surface and their randomly distributed geometry and
depth cause a very strong scattering of the glass bending strength. Therefore, a statistical inference of the
strength data was performed.
The glass strength population can be represented by
a two parameter Weibull distribution function:

In the present section, the results of the tests carried out
to evaluate the effects of ageing on the performance
of the coating against stress corrosion are presented
and discussed. The performance of the aged specimens
has been assessed against the performance of un-coated
specimens and freshly coated specimens, i.e. samples
tested within few days after the application of the coating, whose results can be found in Dalle Vacche et al.
(2019b) and Mariggiò et al. (2020).
After the ageing processes, all the specimens were
cleaned and inspected by naked-eye to localize defects
in the coating. The surface damage was visually examined with the specimen placed on a table under regular
ceiling-lighting conditions. No evident imperfections
were detected on the coated surfaces of cyclic loaded
and naturally weathered samples, whereas artificially
weathered specimens exposed for six and seven weeks
exhibited cracking and delamination of the coating (see
Fig. 7).

  
σf β
Pf = 1 − exp −
θ

(4)

where Pf is the cumulative distribution function of failure, and β and θ are the Weibull shape and scale parameters, obtained by the best-fitting of experimental data.
The Weibull distribution function can be linearized by
taking the logarithm twice:
 
ln ln

1
1 − Pf


= β ln(σf ) − β ln(θ )

(5)
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Fig. 7 Qualitative assessment, by visual inspection, of coating
deterioration after seven weeks of exposure to artificial weathering

Fig. 8 Weibull distribution functions for the bending strength
of un-coated (UC), freshly coated (FC) and cyclic loaded coated
(CLC) glass samples

3.1 Effects of cyclic loading
The bending strength of each cyclic loaded coated specimen was evaluated by means of the coaxial double
ring test directly after the cyclic loading procedure, to
avoid possible crack healing effects. The Weibull diagram obtained from the set of specimens is shown in
Fig. 8, where it is compared to the Weibull diagrams of
the bending strength of un-coated and freshly coated
samples.
A first qualitative analysis of the experimental data
points suggests that the coating has a high durability
against cyclic loading since the distribution of the probability of failure of cyclic loaded coated specimens is
very close to that of freshly coated specimens. Straight
lines, which represent the linearised Weibull distribution function, fit well the experimental data sets, indicating that the Weibull distribution can be used to interpret them correctly. The curve that best fits the data
points of cyclic loaded coated specimens (purple triangular markers) is characterised by β̂ = 4.34 and
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θ̂ = 109.99 MPa, that of un-coated specimens (red
square markers) is defined by β̂ = 5.16 and θ̂ = 68.25
MPa, while that of freshly coated specimens (green circular markers) by β̂ = 5.60 and θ̂ = 121.80 MPa. The
effectiveness of the coating can be quantified by the
scale parameter θ̂ , which represents the strength associated to a probability of failure of 63.2%.
Furthermore, the comparison among the Weibull
shape parameters, β̂, allows to derive very interesting
insights on the behaviour of cyclic loaded coated specimens. As expected, the parameter β̂, which represents
the slope of the linearised Weibull diagram and thus
describes the strength scatter as well as the dispersion
of the size of the critical surface defects, is almost the
same for freshly coated and un-coated glass samples,
whereas it differs for cyclic loaded samples. In particular, the data points of cyclic loaded coated and freshly
coated samples are almost paired for a probability of
failure Pf > 70%, whereas they diverge for low values
of Pf . It is opinion of the authors that the variation of
β̂ is not sign of a deterioration of the coating. On the
contrary, it is a proof of a very good performance of the
coating during the ageing process. Let us assume that
the coating is able to completely prevent stress corrosion (static fatigue) during the ageing process. In that
case, the specimen is subjected only to dynamic fatigue,
which can be described by a classical Paris-Erdogan’s
law (Paris and Erdogan 1963). However, as it is well
known, the sub-critical propagation of cracks by fatigue
occurs only when the stress intensity factor at the crack
tip overcomes a threshold, which is a material property.
Since the mean stress and the stress amplitude were the
same for all the specimens, only the largest critical surface flaws propagated by fatigue, whereas the smallest ones were not sufficiently stressed. Consequently,
the scatter of the size of the critical defects increased,
leading to a decrease of the parameter β̂. In that regard,
it has to be remarked that five specimens broke during
the cyclic loading, after a number of cycles in the range
4,000 to 15,000, probably due to the fact that the critical flaws were large enough to propagate by dynamic
fatigue up to reaching the condition of unstable crack
propagation.
In the absence of coating, or in the case of a fast
deterioration of the coating, the specimen would be
subjected to both static and dynamic fatigue. In such
a circumstance, the effect of stress corrosion (static
fatigue) prevails by far on the effect of dynamic fatigue,
especially for small defects. The crack propagation per
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cycle can be described by the Evans’ law (Evans and
Fuller 1974):
da
n
= λg AK I
dN

(9)

where g and the crack velocity parameters A and n
depend on the loading conditions, the material, the temperature and the environment, λ is the period of the
cyclic loading, and K I is the average stress intensity
factor per cycle
√
K I = σ Y πa

(10)

being σ the average stress, Y a geometry and loading
factor, and a the crack depth. Therefore, the crack propagation rate strongly depends on the initial crack depth,
since it varies directly as a (n/2) , the deeper the initial
surface defect, the faster the crack propagation rate.
An example is herein provided to highlight the fact
that most of the cyclic loaded glass samples would have
fractured during cyclic loading had they not been covered by the developed coating. The cyclic loaded coated
and freshly coated samples were prepared with glass
plates coming from the same batch and, therefore, we
can reasonably assume that they had the same initial
surface defects density and size. Now, assuming that
freshly coated glass samples were not affected by stress
corrosion, the size of the critical surface defect, i.e., the
one that lead to fracture, can be obtained by the relationship between fracture stress and crack size derived
from linear elastic fracture mechanics:
acr =

1
π



K IC
Y σf

2
(11)

where the value of the fracture toughness K IC , ranging from 0.72 to 0.82 MPa m1/2 for soda-lime glass,
is set for this example to 0.75 MPa m1/2 , and the
geometry and loading factor Y is equal to 1.12 for
straight front plane edge cracks in a semi-infinite solid
(Overend and Zammit 2012). The bending strength
of the freshly coated glass referred to a probability
of failure Pf ≤ 63.2% is σf ≤ θ̂FC = 121.80 MPa
and, therefore, by Eq. (11) it can be inferred that the
63.2% of the statistical population of the critical surface defects has an initial depth acr ≥ 9.62 μm. For
constant environmental conditions, the parameter A in
Eq. (9) may be expressed as (Haldimann et al. 2008):

Fig. 9 Trend of the stress intensity factor K I under cyclic loading
in the presence of both static and dynamic fatigue: initial depth
of the critical surface flaw acr = 9.62 μm, mean stress σ = 50
MPa, stress amplitude Δσ = 30 MPa

A=

v0
n
K IC

(12)

where v0 = 30 mm/s and n = 16 are representative
of glass permanently immersed in water (Haldimann
2006). Evans and Fuller (1974) showed that, for a
saw-tooth stress wave, g parameter in Eq. (9) may be
approximated as:



g

2n
n+1

(n − 1) ΔK I
4
KI

(n − 1)
exp
2

 exp

(13)

being ΔK I the stress intensity factor amplitude per
cycle. Setting the initial depth of the critical surface
flaw acr = 9.62 μm and the period λ = 1/3 s, the
implementation of Eq. (9) in a numerical algorithm
shows that a glass sample would fail within 13 cycles,
as shown in Fig. 9, if subjected to cyclic loading conditions as described in Sect. 2.3 and summarised in
Table 2. This example illustrates that much more than
five samples would have fractured within 20,000 cycles
had stress corrosion occurred on the covered glass specimens.
Certainly, Eq. (9) can be applied only when the stress
intensity factor overcome the threshold for sub-critical
crack growth, K I,th , which can be assumed equal to 0.25
MPa m1/2 as per Haldimann (2006). The dimension
of the initial surface flaw for which sub-propagation
does not occur can be calculated through Eq. (11), by
substituting K IC with K I,th and σf with the mean stress
of the cyclic loading σ = 50 MPa. It is obtained ath =
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Table 5 Water static contact angles
Glass samples

θwater (◦ )

Un-coated glass

23.9 ± 1.8

Freshly coated glass

103.2 ± 1.6

Naturally weathered coated glass

60.0 ± 8.5

Fig. 10 Visible spectra of un-coated (UC), freshly coated (FC)
and naturally weathered coated (NWC) glass samples

6.34 μm for the present example. Therefore, in case the
coating had not been applied, only the glass samples
having acr ≤ ath = 6.34 μm would have survived to
the cyclic loading.
In conclusion, besides being durable to cyclic loading, the coating can be used to derive the pure dynamic
fatigue behaviour of glass, which cannot be obtained
otherwise because of the concomitant effect of static
fatigue.
3.2 Effect of natural weathering
Visible spectra analysis was performed on the naturally weathered coated samples in order to evaluate the
transparency, one of the most peculiar and appreciated
property of glass, also in structural applications. The
percentage of transmittance of wavelengths in the range
of visible light is shown in Fig. 10, where it is compared to those of un-coated glass and freshly coated
glass. The transmittance is higher than 60% in the visible range for all the glass samples, which means that the
transparency of glass, equal to about 90% in absence
of coating, is sensibly reduced, but still remains above
the value of the minimum acceptable glazing transmittance that, according to a study carried out by Boyce et
al. (1995), falls within the range 25% to 38%.
The wettability of the coated surface of the glass
samples was estimated through water static contact
angle measurements. As the contact angle of the
droplets with the surface rises, the hydrophobicity
increases (Arkles 2006). The average water contact
angles for un-coated glass, freshly coated glass and naturally weathered coated glass specimens are reported
in Table 5. While the glass is quite wettable by water
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Fig. 11 Weibull distribution functions for the bending strength
of un-coated (UC), freshly coated (FC), and naturally weathered
coated (NWC) glass samples

and shows a contact angle of 23.9◦ after a simplified
cleaning protocol is applied on the tested surface, the
freshly coated glass exhibits a contact angle of 103.2◦ :
largely exceeding 90◦ , the value indicates that the surface is quite hydrophobic as expected by a gradient
coating where the fluorine component is preferentially
concentrated at the surface. After 510 days of natural weathering, the coating wettability increases and
the contact angle value is found as low as 60◦ . This
value is similar to that measured on a coating made of
the pure resin without the addition of the fluorinated
comonomer (Dalle Vacche et al. 2019a), thus it means
that the surface composition has changed due to outdoor exposure. This is in agreement with recent studies
assessing the rearrangements of polymers in dependence of the environment. When coatings containing
a low amount of a fluorinated component are prepared
and maintained in dry air, the fluorinated chains segregate at the coating surface, and assure hydrophobicity.
When the coating is in contact with a polar solvent such
as water, the fluorinated moieties can easily rearrange
and cause an increase of wettability (Trusiano et al.
2019).
The Weibull diagrams for un-coated, freshly coated
and naturally weathered coated glass specimens are
shown in Fig. 11. The data points of naturally weathered
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Fig. 12 FTIR-ATR spectra
taken on the surface of
freshly coated glass and
coated glass that had been
artificially weathered for 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 weeks

coated specimens (light blue triangles) are well fitted
by a Weibull distribution function having β̂ = 3.63 and
θ̂ = 102.54 MPa. Although the θ̂ value for naturally
weathered coated samples is greater than that for uncoated samples and very close to that for freshly coated
samples, the decrease of the β̂ value has a quite negative
effect, especially on the evaluation of the design bending strength, i.e. a characteristic value having a probability of failure lower than 5%. Our conjecture is that
the decrease of β̂ is again due to a variation of the critical defect size distribution, rather than a consequence
of a reduced performance of the coating. In the latter
case, in fact, the Weibull curve should undergo a simple
translation with respect to the reference ones, without
any change in slope. Although the coating applied on
the naturally weathered coated samples was not visibly
damaged after weathering, hail and other contaminants
impacts may have resulted in new and larger flaws on
the surface of the glass samples (Jenkins and Mathey
1982; Corrado et al. 2017). As a result, the dispersion
of the defect population in naturally weathered coated
glass increased, leading to a decrease in the β̂ value.
A more consistent comparison should have been
done with naturally weathered un-coated glass specimens, subjected to the same weathering conditions.
Unfortunately, such a set of specimens was not included
in the present study. However, for the sake of clarity,
an hypothetical Weibull distribution for the bending
strength of naturally weathered un-coated glass specimens is shown in Fig. 11 (dashed blue line). Given
that naturally weathered un-coated and coated samples
should have similar surface defect density and size, the
two distributions have the same β̂ value. The parameter θ̂ for the hypothetical distribution was determined
by assuming that the naturally weathered un-coated
and coated probability distributions are spaced apart as
well as the un-coated and freshly coated distributions
are. Under this hypothesis, the beneficial effect of the

coating, also for low values of probability of failure, is
evident.

3.3 Effect of artificial weathering
Figure 12 shows the FTIR-ATR spectra collected on the
coating surface at different weathering time. All along
the weathering process, there is a steady increase of
the 3700-3100 cm−1 band (region A) and of the shoulder at 1640 cm−1 (region C): the signals are related
to the vibrations of −OH groups and may indicate
water adsorption onto the coating (Wang et al. 2004).
The broadening of the C=O peak in the 1850–1650
cm−1 region (region B) may be associated to oxidation phenomena, i.e. degradation of the coating in the
presence of air under light. Interesting information can
be gathered observing the doublet band at 1634 cm−1
and 1618 cm−1 (peaks D and E) and the band at 810
cm−1 (peak F) present for freshly coated glass and
disappearing after one week of exposure. These signals are due to the double bond of the methacrylate
group characterising the oligomer used for the preparation of the coating and subjected to curing through
the double bonds’ reaction. Therefore, the coating is not
completely crosslinked at the end of the curing process
(presence of the above-mentioned bands); while, after
the first two ageing weeks, when these peaks disappear,
the conversion is complete (Dalle Vacche et al. 2019a;
Bongiovanni et al. 2012).
As explained in Sect. 2.5, the specimens used to
analyse the effects of artificial weathering had edge
length l = 75 mm and thickness h = 3 mm, instead
of 120 mm and 4 mm, respectively. A comparison with
the probability of failure of specimens having l = 120
mm and h = 4 mm would have not been coherent and,
therefore, a set of 18 un-coated specimens with size
75 mm was tested with the coaxial double ring setup.
The Weibull diagrams for the bending strength of un-
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tion can occur. The property of the silane to alter the
wettability of glass by inducing the surface hydrophobicity has already been proven by several studies (Dalle
Vacche et al. 2019a; Arkles et al. 2009; Wei et al. 1993).
The statistical data of all the sets of specimens
analysed in this study are reported in Table 6. They
include, for each series of tests, the number of specimens that fractured in an acceptable way, the Weibull
shape parameter β̂, the Weibull scale parameter θ̂ and
the coefficient of variation CˆV .
Fig. 13 Weibull distribution functions for the bending strength
of artificially weathered coated glass samples (AWC) and uncoated glass samples (UC75) with edge size l = 75 mm

coated specimens having size of 75 mm and artificially
weathered coated glass specimens are shown in Fig. 13.
In order to highlight the aforementioned inconsistency
between specimens of different size, the Weibull distribution function of un-coated specimens having l = 120
mm is also shown in Fig. 13 (red dashed line).
The parameters of the Weibull distribution functions that best fit the data points are: β̂ = 3.0 and
θ̂ = 91.9 MPa for artificially weathered coated specimens (gray triangles), β̂ = 2.8 and θ̂ = 67.5 MPa for
un-coated specimens (orange square). The increase of
bending strength is evident, although it was quite unexpected after the initial visual inspection of the specimens, which revealed an almost complete detachment
of the coating after seven weeks of exposure to artificial weathering (see Fig. 7). A plausible explanation
is that the silane coupling agents used to improve the
adhesion of the coating on the substrate reached the tips
of the surface defects, increasing the hydrophobicity of
the glass in the spots where the stress corrosion reac-

4 Conclusions
The durability of an UV-cured polymeric coating
optimized to prevent glass stress corrosion has been
examined. Concerning the cyclic loading, the coating
resulted to be insensitive to repetitive loads, being its
performance in preventing stress corrosion remained
almost intact. However, the coating cannot hinder the
dynamic fatigue taking place in case a sufficiently high
level of stress is achieved at the tip of the surface flaws,
as it was in the cyclic tests carried out in this study.
The sub-critical growth of the critical surface flaws
by fatigue has been evidenced by a reduction of the
β̂ parameter of the Weibull distribution for the bending
strength, which, therefore, is not related to a reduced
performance of the coating.
The natural weathering had its main effect on the
optical properties of the coating, in the sense that it
caused a reduction of the transparency, although it
remained on acceptable values. On the other hand, the
effectiveness of the coating in preventing stress corrosion was almost fully preserved. Also in this case, the
reduction of the β̂ parameter of the Weibull distribution for the bending strength has to be associated to a

Table 6 Statistical data of the experimental results
Id.
code

Edge
size
(mm)

Type of
samples

No. of
valid
samples

Weibull
param.
β̂

Weibull
param.
θ̂ (MPa)

CˆV
(%)

UC

120

Un-coated

23

5.2

68.3

24.2

FC

120

Freshly coated

17

5.6

121.8

17.7

CLC

120

Cyclic loaded coated

17

4.3

110.0

22.1

NWC

120

Naturally weathered coated

15

3.6

102.5

31.0

UC75

75

Un-coated

18

2.8

67.5

38.1

AWC

75

Artificially weathered coated

13

3.0

91.9

35.6
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variation in the distribution of the critical defect size
due to the impact of hail stones and other particles.
Finally, the effect of the artificial weathering on the
durability of the coating is more pronounced. There was
no evidence of damage in the coating until five weeks of
exposure, whereas it was almost completely detached
after seven weeks of exposure. It has to be remarked that
the conditions applied for the artificial weathering were
very severe in terms of temperature, humidity and UVlight. Nevertheless, a not-negligible residual capacity
to prevent stress corrosion was observed. A possible
explanation is that the silane used to pre-treat the surface of the glass reached the tips of the surface defects,
increasing the hydrophobicity of the glass in the spots
where the stress corrosion reaction might occur.
In conclusion, even though only the application on
the air side has been investigated so far and slight
modifications in the formulation of the coating can
be brought to further improve its durability, the current formulation has already shown a very good performance, which makes it very promising for future
practical applications. Further studies will be carried
out to assess the resistance of the coating to abrasions
and scratches, to better evaluate its optical band gap,
and to analyse its performance when applied on the cut
edges of glass plates.
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